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Introduction

Forward looking
statements

This document contains a presentation of
Boatim Inc. (referred to as “Boatim” or
“Company”).
The information contained in this document has
not been independently veriﬁed and is subject to
change including material updating, revision and
amendment. No representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made or given by or on
behalf of Boatim or any of its aﬃliates,
directors, oﬃcers or employees as to the
accuracy, completeness or fairness of the
information or opinions contained in this
presentation and no responsibility or liability is
accepted by any person for such information or
opinions. The communication of this
presentation in or to persons in certain
jurisdictions may be restricted by law and
persons who may receive communication of
this presentation should inform themselves
about, and observe, any such restrictions in

advance of communication to them of this
presentation. No securities exchange or aﬃliated
service provider has reviewed or accepts
responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of the
content of this presentation.
The material contained in this presentation is
provided solely for your general knowledge and is
not intended to be a comprehensive review of all
matters and developments concerning Boatim.
Boatim has taken all reasonable care in
producing the information contained in this
presentation. This information may contain
technical or other inaccuracies, omissions, or
typographical errors, for which Boatim assumes
no responsibility and makes no representation or
warranty regarding, and assumes no
responsibility for, the use, validity, accuracy,
completeness, reliability or currency of any
claims, statements or information in this
presentation. To the extent permitted by law,
Boatim and its employees, agents, aﬃliates and
consultants exclude all liability for any loss or
damage arising from the use of, or reliance on,
any such information, whether or not caused by
any negligent act or omission.
Statements in this presentation including
statements relating to Boatim’s future plans,
objectives or expected results, constitute
forward-looking statements within the meaning
of the U.S. federal laws.

Forward-looking statements are based on
numerous assumptions and are subject to
the risks and uncertainties inherent in its
business, including risks inherent in early
stage companies. As a result, actual results
may vary materially from those described in
the forward-looking statements. Boatim
disclaims any obligation to update any
forward looking statements. This
presentation was prepared to assist
interested parties in making their own
assessment of Boatim and its business
plans and does not purport to contain all of
the information that a prospective investor
may desire.
In all cases, interested parties should
conduct their own investigation and analysis
of the Company, its assets and the
information provided in this presentation.
Any and all statements, forecasts,
projections and estimates contained in this
presentation are based on management’s
current knowledge and no representation or
warranty is made as to their accuracy
and/or reliability.
Information contained in this presentation
is the property of Boatim.
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Leadership team

Experienced team with track record of successful ventures

Wolfgang Tippner

Matthew Grady

Patrick Heneise

CEO

Head of Sales

Chief Technology Oﬃcer

Private equity and seasoned venture capitalist for
over 40 years. Previously director of several public
and private companies, passionate boater and
visionary global venture builder.

Leadership roles in luxury fashion, ﬁntech and mobile ad
tech, from startups to enterprise sales in large
corporates such as Hugo Boss, Marfeel, and Castlight
Financial.
BSc Online Media, MA Digital Media

Tech entrepreneur specialized in scalable, distributed
services. Multiple lead development positions since 2000,
independent consultant for Fintech and SaaS companies,
tech-group founder for JavaScript and node.js in
Barcelona.
BSc Computer Science, Furtwangen, Germany.

Mario Beckles

Ben Salter

Chief Financial Oﬃcer

Head of Operations

Over 20 years in ﬁnancial reporting, accounting, tax and
audit. Based in Florida, industry expertise includes IT
and retail.
Career roles at Deloitte, First Liberty Power Corp, Jersey
Fortress Capital Partners, and SimplexGrinnell.
Member of the AICPA and a Florida-licensed CPA.

18 years in ﬁnance and advisory roles at Ernst & Young,
Citigroup, and Syngenta, enabling business growth
through M&A, strategic planning, and operationally as a
CFO.
UK Chartered Accountant (IFRS), MSc Finance, University
of London, BA University of Oxford.
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About Us

Building the digital maritime products
of tomorrow
Boatim is the next-generation platform, connecting buyers
and sellers of new and used boats and yachts, and beyond.
Our global community brings the maritime world closer
together. AI and data analytics in our marketplace brings high
quality lead-generation to sellers and great deals for buyers.
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Market need

Boating users lack real innovation in
digital tools and technologies
Marketplace landscape is fragmented with
opaque pricing structures
Dealers manage multiple
platforms with no clear ROI
Buyers lack relevant and reliable
information sources

😫 Key pain points
Dealers waste time ﬁltering
speculative enquiries using multiple
tools, and with limited marketing
performance visibility
Buyer user experience very poor
across multiple platforms, with
outdated functionality lacking smart
or predictive features
Brands anchored in traditional
advertising. They need new
marketing channels to reach a
qualiﬁed audience
Dealers and brands lack expertise
and resources when it comes to
advanced targeted digital and social
marketing and listing optimization
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Why now?

Data-driven foundation
enables AI and machine-learning

Technological and generational
shifts

As well as network connectivity between
buyers and sellers, we can now intelligently
match and recommend through learning
from large datasets.

Sellers under-utilize digital technology
and fail to connect with the next
generation of younger ﬁrst-time buyers.

Market digitization potential
New buyers and old sellers seek a
one-stop-shop service for buying,
selling, training, licencing, contracts,
ﬁnancing, and insurance.

We will bring
digital innovation
to boaters
everywhere

Increasing access through
ﬂexible usage models
Our community is seeking new and
affordable online usage models, e.g.
“AirBnB” style charters, or shared ownership
clubs.
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Market overview

$120bn growing recreational boat market
rebounded strongly in 2020
Active boat trading market
~1 m pre-owned boats traded annually in the US
~13 m in total ownership
>300,000 new boats sold in the US in 2020

Resilience to Covid pandemic
12% y-o-y growth vs 2019 (US)
Booming outdoor recreational activities and
increased proportion of ﬁrst-time boat buyers
Dealers reporting short supply

Large market size
100,000 industry participants globally

Sustained above-average growth
Average growth of 3% p.a. ahead of GDP
Strength in key segments, e.g. retail sales for new
and used outboard motorboats grew 14% in 2019
Digitalization potential
Estimated $8bn market potential for digital
spending across the industry
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Sources: NMMA. ICOMIA Recreational Boating Industry Statistics, 2017, 2019. Grand View research, 2020. Public company reports.

Competitive advantage

Boatim helps with lead generation
and driving traﬃc to customers

Branded Dealer Pages

Smart Connected Inventory

Dynamic Pro Marketing Tools

Engage with your network and
prospects across devices

Easily import your inventory feed
from everywhere

Get quality leads from ready-to-buy
customers

Branded website, with access to premium dealer
tools to drive traﬃc through your social-like page.

Create and import listings from multiple sources
and feeds with our Smart Connected Inventory™

Higher-quality leads to boost your sales using our dynamic
Pro listings and Ad boosters across Google Search,
Facebook and more.

-

-

Add all your boats and yachts
Publish your own content on your social-feed
Engage with potential buyers to generate leads
Connect with the brands that you sell
Increase awareness through our global
community

-

Connect all your inventory feeds automatically
Auto-ﬁlled listing creation for new boats
Manage and update your inventory instantly
Tools to manage and optimize your listings
Elevated Pro listings with unlimited images,
video, and unlimited duration
Dedicated account management and expertise

-

Google Dynamic Search and Retargeting
Increase visibility with instant Booster options
Pro listing subscriptions and Premium packages
Unlocking opportunity using the latest in ad technology
Connect directly with buyers and manage all leads
through a simple chat interface
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Revenue potential

Progressive monetization path
Underpinned by data-driven decisions, customer-centric design and ﬁrst class customer service, we have
multiple opportunities on our roadmap to grow beyond our core marketplace offering

Expanding
reach of users

Branding, content, networks and
industry partnerships

Fully digitized online transactions

Digitizing an
all-in-one solution

Current owners + ﬁrst time buyers

Charters, boat rentals & services

Additional
monetization

Marketplace recurring revenue and
transactional income

Insurance, Financing, Boat History

Value add
buyer services

Smart Connected Inventory™
Dynamic Pro Marketing™

Smart Ads
with ROI control

●
●
●

Data-driven

Recurring dealer subscriptions
Premium add-on advertisement options
Pro-listings ads for private sellers

Increasing our offerings
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Snapshot

2020 saw
commercial launch
and substantial
product development

Marketplace platform
launched

Dealer activations
and paid listings

Boatim.com out of MVP and into
customer onboarding

Commercial users engaged and
active on the site

Growing community
on social media

Team to focus on
commercial growth

Reached more than 20K followers on
Facebook and Instagram, built up through
own media content creation

Experienced hires in sales, marketing
and business development
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Investment highlights

Be part of our journey...

▪

Large and growing recreational boat market, new generation of aspiring owners

▪

Fragmented competitive landscape with no stand-out offerings and multiple
weaknesses

▪

Data-driven approach unlocking hidden value and new revenue sources and market
segments

▪

Scalable marketplace model with high margin potential and attractive multiples

▪

Untapped opportunities for further digital products across the maritime value chain
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Thank you!
boatim.com | BTIM (OTCQB)

Contact Details
Corporate Oﬃce:

Europe:

Boatim Inc
7950 NW 53rd Street
Suite 337
Miami, FL 33166
USA

Boatim Europe SL
Marina Port Vell
Carrer de l’Escar 26
Barcelona, 08039
Spain

+1 786-713-2340

+34 932 71 60 44

Auditor:

Legal Advisor:

MaloneBailey LLP
9801 Westheimer Road
Suite 1100
Houston, TX 77042
USA

Lockett + Horowitz
14 Orchard, Suite 200
Lake Forest, CA 92630
USA

Investor Relations:
Boatim is listed on the OTCQB exchange, under the ticker OTCQB: BTIM
More information and FAQs can be found on the Investor Relations website
www.boatim.com

ir@boatim.com
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